We developed the object-oriented class library "YLO" to study molecular structures. YLO is written in C++ and composed of a set of classes, which are a kind of program units, resembling subroutines in Fortran. Each class performs a certain job independently in a whole program. YLO deals with non-organic, organic molecules and biological macromolecules. The coordinate file of a molecule is read / written in PDB format. Using the YLO library, one can make various types of application programs efficiently, such as Monte Carlo simulator, Genetic Algorithm optimizer and so on.
Introduction
Genome analysis provides us with an enormous number of primary sequences of DNA, RNA and proteins. Organic chemistry produces more and more new compounds. Researchers are trying to determine the three dimensional (3D) structures of such molecules, nonorganic, organic and bio-molecules. Development of computer hardware enables us to deal with such 3D structures. There are many program systems available for molecular simulation and structure analysis, such as TIN-KER, AMBER, PEACH and so on [1] [2] [3] .
However, when one wants to develop and apply new algorithms, one has to make new programs for oneself. In such situations, the program development would be more efficient if multifunctional class library is available. The object-oriented programming (OOP) technique is now used in various fields of computation. OOP technique can provide us with much easier maintainability and much higher flexibility of a program system. Therefore, we developed a new object-oriented class library, named "YLO", in order to construct flexible and multifunctional software systems for molecular simulation and structure analysis. YLO stands for "Yamazaki (address of our laboratory) Library for Object-oriented programming".
Using YLO, we developed several application programs for molecular structure studies, such as Monte Carlo simulator, Genetic Algorithm optimizer, crystal structure builder and so on. In this article, we describe the outline of YLO library and a few examples of derived programs.
Hardware and software
YLO was developed on IBM/AT compatible (DOS/V) machines under the operating system of Red Hat Linux 6.1. The library is written in C++ and is currently running on a Duron 800MHz PC system in our laboratory.
Most classes of YLO are composed of machine independent commands. Thus, the application programs derived from YLO library run on various operating systems (Red Hat Linux 6.1, windows95, windows98, DEC digital Unix 4.0B and so on) as long as an appropriate C++ compiler (such as visual C++ and so on) is installed. Pattern (C) is used to build peptide molecules from arbitrary amino acid sequence. In first line, ORTModelMaker Class builds straight-chain-type structure from amino acid sequence. In second line, Clust Class gets structural parameters from ORTModelMaker Class. In the case where one wants to build an alpha-helix-type structure or a beta-strand-type structure, the first line in (C) is substituted by the line in (C-1) or (C-2), respectively.
The usage of these classes is the same as that of general C++ classes: First, a user selects the appropriate classes according to his purpose and copies them to an appropriate directory. Second, the statements that declare the usage of the YLO classes are written in C++ source codes, shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 as examples.
Descriptions of major classes are given below.
Clust class
Clust class is used to deal with the cluster of atoms and/or molecules. The class name "Clust" is an abbreviation of "cluster". Clust class builds molecular structures and records general parameters. This class also includes Atom class and registers atomic parameter values in it. Clust class is the most frequently used in this library.
The molecular parameters can be modified through member functions of Clust class. Clust class has also member functions that read / write coordinate files in PDB (Protein Data Bank) format [4] . Using these functions, a user can easily produce arbitrary molecular structures in his application programs. Usage samples of Clust class are shown in Figure  2 . In YLO library, non-peptide molecular structures are recorded in PDB format, although other formats for coordinate file are also available. The major functions of Clust class are listed in Table 1 -A.
ORT Model Maker class
One of the major purposes for constructing YLO library is to make the program development easier for analysis of structures of protein molecules. In order to deal with such bio-molecules, ORT Model Maker class was developed; the first version of ORT Monte Carlo simulator for peptides [5] was divided into several pieces and reconstructed.
The proteins are biopolymers in which a lot of amino acids are connected in a chain by peptide bonds. There are 20 different amino acids and a protein has its unique amino acid sequence.
ORT Model Maker class reads "Residue.data" file in which structural data of 20 amino acids are written beforehand. Therefore, one does not have to describe topological information of protein molecules in detail to build their 3D structures. ORT Model Maker class reads an amino acid sequence file and builds corresponding 3D structure models. In the current version of YLO, alpha helix, beta strand, straight chain and random coil are available as model structures. The alpha helix and the beta strand are the basic secondary structure units that are found in protein molecules frequently. The straight chain and the random coil are rather unnatural structures that are mainly used as initial structures of folding simulation. This class also transforms the 3D structures of peptide chains with various methods. The main functions of ORT Model Maker class are listed in Table 1 -B. Set position of an atom into Clust GetAtomPosition (ID number of atom)
Get position vector of an atom from Clust SetAtomVelocity(ID number of atom, vector) Set velocity of an atom into Clust GetAtomVelocity (ID number of atom)
Get velosity of an atom from Clust SetAtomForce (ID number of atom, vector) Set force of an atom into Clust GetAtomForce (ID number of atom)
Get force of an atom from Clust GetCovalentBondAB (ID number of bond)
Get atom numbers of 1-2 interaction GetAngleInteractionABC(ID number of angle)
Get atom numbers of 1-3 interaction GetDihedralInteractionABCD(ID number of dihedral) Get atom numbers of 1-4 interaction Report ( ) Report parameters of cluster. 
Energy Calculator class
Energy Calculator class registers the force field parameters and calculates structural energies of molecules. Parm94 force field parameters of AMBER [6] are used in this class. This class produces molecular 1-2, 1-3, 1-4 and 1-5 energies separately according to the demand of the user. Combining this class with Clust and ORT Model Maker classes, a user can make Monte Carlo simulator easily. The main functions of this class are listed in Table 1 -C.
ASA (Accessible Surface Area) Calculator class
Solvent molecules are often omitted in simulations of macromolecules. In such cases, ASA is used to estimate solute-solvent interaction energy. In YLO library, ASA can be easily obtained by using ASA Calculator class. The algorithm to estimate ASA is constructed according to Ref. [7] . This class also calculates hydration free energies of peptide chains using the Ooi-Oobatake method [8] . The main functions of this class are listed in Table  1 -D.
Other classes
In YLO library, many other classes are available, such as AASequence class (it is used for analysis of amino acid sequence), SDMethod class (it is used for energy minimization) and so on. Figure 4 -A. Evolution of helical conformations in the MC simulation of 13-mer polyalanine. Gray boxes in this graph indicate that the residues which correspond to these boxes formed helical conformation. 
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Application software
Using YLO library, several application programs were produced easily, such as Monte Carlo simulator (MC simulator) for analysis of peptide chain folding, Genetic Algorithm optimizer (GA optimizer) for optimizing the parameters of ASA for use in peptide chain folding, whole crystal structure builder from an asymmetric structure and so on.
MC simulator
To make a new application programs one writes only one include file. Figure 3 -A shows a sample include file for Monte Carlo simulation. This file is divided into two parts, Preparation part with four declare statements and Simulation part with 9 lines. Most of the fundamental functions in this program (Figure 2 ) are supplied from the YLO library. Therefore, just writing the outline of calculation algorithm is enough for a user to make a new piece of software.
We checked the performance of the MC simulator derived from YLO library by calculating the simulations of 13-residue polyalanine. The MC simulator used parm94 force field parameters to calculate structural energies. Each dihedral angle was changed randomly and the new dihedral angle was accepted according to the Metropolis criterion. All dihedral angles were changed in sequence in one sweep. Figure 4 -A shows the evolution of helical conformations. Representative polyalanine structures at various sweeps are shown in Figure 4 -B. Residues 9-12 formed a short helix at 1900 sweep. Then the helix grew gradually and finally residues 2-12 formed a long helix.
The result described above indicates that this MC simulator simulated nucleation and propagation of a helix.
GA optimizer
We describe an example of GA optimization here. The structural energy of a macromolecule is sometimes estimated from the accessible surface area (ASA) in MC simulation. We call this energy 'ASA energy'. ,where k Cali , k Caro , k Ohyd , k Nami , k Ccar , k Ocar and k Ssul stand for parameters to estimate solvation free energies according to ASA's of aliphatic C atoms, aromatic C atoms, hydroxyl O atoms, amide N atoms, carbonyl C atoms, carbonyl O atoms and sulfide S atoms, respectively. The values of these parameters must be optimized correctly in order to get reliable ASA energy values. If the parameters are appropriate, the ASA energies of native structures should be lower than those of non-native structures.
We optimized these parameters using a genetic algorithm program derived from the YLO library. Several structures of 28-mer polypeptide [9] were used in this optimization ( Figure 5) . A purpose of this GA procedure was to get sets of parameters that make the ASA energies of native structures lower than those of other structures.
We executed the general GA optimization procedure (Figure 3-B) . Parameter sets that consisted of k Cali , k Caro , k Ohyd , k Nami , k Ccar and k Ocar were dealt with as individuals in the GA procedure. The parameter k Ssul was ignored because there was no sulfide atom in 28-mer. 30 parameter sets were used in each generation. The 30 sets in the first generation were made from one original parameter set. Parameter values in every set were slightly changed by mutation. The original values of k Cali , k Caro , k Ohyd , k Nami , k Ccar and k Ocar were decided according to ref [8] .
In each generation, the scores of each set were calculated using the evaluation function (equation 2).
E non and E native represent ASA energies of non-native and native structures, respectively. N is the total number of non-native structures. D is the desired value of (E non -E native ). The score reaches maximum value when E native is smaller than any E non by at least D. If the value of D is too small, the score of equation 2 reaches maximum value easily with any parameter set and we cannot select a reasonable parameter set. On the other hand, if the value of D is too large, some parameters become extraordinarily large in many parameter sets. Though it is difficult to estimate optimal value of D, we set the value to 50 kcal/mol tentatively, because generally the value of the free energy difference between native and non-native structure of a protein is several times larger than that of hydrogen bond energy (here the hydrogen bond energy is about 15-20 kcal/mol).
After the score calculation procedure, the whole group of parameter sets was divided into three small groups, A, B and C. A is high score group, B is middle score group and C is low score group. Each group consisted of 10 parameter sets. Table 2 . This table shows desirable parameter sets that were calculated using GA optimizer (ref. Figure 6 ). The score of each parameter set reached the maximum value, 50. These sets were obtained at 60th generation. A parent group that consisted of 30 parameter sets was created by merging 3 small groups (A, A' and B') in order to yield next generation parameter sets. Group A' and B' were made from group A and B by mutation, respectively. Each parameter in the parameter sets was changed with mutation rate 0.1. When a parameter was mutated, the mutated value was produced according to equation 3.
Pn = Po R ---(equation 3)
Pn and Po are "new parameter value" and "old parameter value", respectively. R is a uniform random number (0.5<R<1.5). Altogether, one or two parameter values were randomly changed in any one parameter set.
Thirty new next generation parameter sets were generated. Each new set was made by hybridization of two parent sets selected from the parent set group by chance. Figure 6 shows the result of the GA optimization. Scores for many parameter sets were 50 after 27th generation: Score 50 is the upper limit of the evaluation function. Table 2 shows optimized parameter values at 60th generation. The values of k Caro were positive and those of k Ocar were negative in all parameter sets. This result indicates that aromatic carbon atoms tend to avoid contact with water and that carboxyl oxygen atoms tend to contact with water.
Discussion
The class pattern of the Clust class we used in our YLO library has two basic classes, Atom class and Clust class; Atom class is directly included in Clust class. Therefore, every substance, such as non-organic or organic molecule, peptide chain, solvent cluster, ligand-enzyme complex and so on, is similarly dealt with as a Clust class. Furthermore, a Clust class can be combined with another Clust class by a "+" operator, creating a new Clust class; it is easy to build a large molecule system from smaller ones. By virtue of these advantages, one can deal with various compounds easily in a unified fashion.
There are other philosophies for constructing class patterns to create easy-to-use class library. Generally, in object-oriented programs, elements of the real world are often represented by the corresponding classes to make it easy to get the over-view of the program structure. We tried a class pattern having atom, residue, molecule and oligomer classes in a hierarchical manner. Although this hierarchical class pattern gave us bio-molecule images easily, we were faced with serious difficulties: (1) Nonorganic molecules had to be dealt with quite differently from peptide molecules. (2) Atom class position was too deep in the hierarchical structure to obtain information about the Atom class. Our YLO library overcomes these difficulties and makes it easy and simple to describe various kinds of molecules.
Conclusion
YLO library provides us with multifunctional classes for molecular simulation and structure analysis. Then the development of application programs becomes much easier owing to this library. Atom coordinate data of peptide and non-peptide molecules are read easily, as long as their structural data are written in PDB file format.
We developed several application programs for molecular structure studies, such as Monte Carlo simulator, Genetic Algorithm optimizer, crystal structure builder and so on. YLO library enables us to generate many novel and useful application programs; further construction of this library for functional expansion is in progress.
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